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What’s the Right Size for Your Center?
Our clients often ask what size
senior/active adult center is right for
a community of their size, hoping
that we can apply a magic formula
to focus their planning efforts. While
it would be nice if it was that simple,
the truth is that the “right size”
center for any community or organization is rooted in a long list of
circumstances and considerations
that make it unique. As new models
for program and service delivery
continue to emerge in this already
diverse industry, the relationship
between community size and the
size of the facilities they construct is
increasingly ambiguous.
Some of the most influential factors
that we address in determining
space requirements for a new or
renovated senior/active adult center
include:
1. What is the community or organization’s desired approach to
program and service delivery?
A few examples include centralized (one facility serving the
entire community), hub and
satellite, neighborhood-based,
and the one-stop-shop (multiple service providers operating
independently under one roof).
2. What kinds of programs,
services and drop-in activities
will the center accommodate
initially and in the future?

Anne Gordon Center for Active Adults, Raleigh, NC, Design by HH Architecture
with Lifespan Design Studio: ~4,500 square feet. Photo by HH

South Hadley Senior Center, South Hadley, MA, Design by EDM with Lifespan
Design Studio: ~16,500 square feet. Rendering by EDM

The Center at Belvedere, Charlottesville, VA, Design by Bushman Dreyfus with
Lifespan Design Studio: ~48,000 square feet. Photo by Gene Runion

3. What funds are (or will be)
available to design, construct,
furnish and equip the facility,
and for staffing and operations
in the future?
One of the smallest centers we’ve
ever helped to design, the Anne
Gordon Center for Active Adults in
Raleigh, NC, is a 4,500 square foot
(SF) satellite facility built concurrently with the much larger Five
Points Center for Active Adults (a
“hub” facility of ~21,000 SF). The
decision to adopt a hub and satellites approach was determined by
the City’s Parks, Recreation and
Cultural Resources Department,
who felt it was the best way to
accommodate the needs of dozens
of pre-existing senior citizens clubs
scattered throughout the Raleigh
area and for the Department to
deliver a broad slate of programs
equitably throughout the community.
When asked how this approach is
working for Raleigh (which tops
480,000 people), PRCR Director
Stephen Bentley replied “Raleigh
likes this approach. Having a main
center and satellites plus our senior
clubs in community centers reduces
the access barrier. It also makes
seniors more comfortable and offers
a chance to see neighbors.”
When asked if the centers are “right
sized” he reflected “Yes, they are.
Our main center has more programming and a deeper variety of
options, but the satellite (Anne
Gordon) is just as flexible with less
specialized design program space.
I do think we could use at least one
more satellite specifically programmed for active adults.”

In Charlottesville, VA, when nonprofit Senior Center, Inc. realized
that their facility would not meet the
(booming) future needs of the
community, they explored options
including expanding on site or
staying put and developing satellite
centers. According to Executive
Director Peter Thompson: “For our
area, we determined that a much
larger and radically different senior
community center was the primary
need, and so we developed The
Center at Belvedere.” The new
47,000 square foot Center (with site
space allocated for a future 20,000
square foot addition) is well sized to
serve as the organization’s primary
location. “We plan to deliver programs at satellite locations not by
building additional sites but by being
a program partner with a myriad of
other organizations,” Thompson
added.

Above: Committed to a selfsupporting business model, the nonprofit Center at Belvedere includes
~ 5,000 square feet of incomegenerating space for tenants with
complementary missions, and a
locally popular café. Photo by Stu
Scott.
The right size for the new Senior
Center in South Hadley, MA was
determined through detailed examination of space required to support
specific organizational goals. Previously occupying a former school
building that was similarly sized but

poorly configured to support their
needs, this project clearly demonstrated the value of a space programming study to inform facility
planning – and the direct connection
between intentional design and
functionality. At ~16,500 square feet
in a town of ~18,000, the size of the
center reflects numerous considerations ranging from the programs
and services that the Council on
Aging sought to provide to constraints imposed by limited site
space and funds for construction.

Coming Soon
Huntington, WV is preparing to
construct a new 3,500 square foot
neighborhood-based center, joining
a network of centers scattered
throughout the community, while
Oklahoma City, OK will soon celebrate the grand opening of its fourth
(of five planned) ~40,000 square
foot “regional” Senior Health &
Wellness Centers. Lifespan Design
Studio served with architects of
record Edward Tucker Architects
and GSB, Inc. Architects and
Planners on these projects.
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